CASE STUDY: MOONPIG
COMMERCIAL

BRIEF
Moonpig
had 4 requirements:
1. Provide low cost fob access to internal doors
2. Provide low cost fobs to all staff
3. Install fob access software onto client server
4. Provide smartphone app to unlock doors remotely

SOLUTION
1. UPSCALE
The client occupied a number of offices throughout
London. With the company growing, the requirement
for card access became an immediate requirement.
Ansador were contacted and a specification engineer
was on site within 24 hours to provide a quotation for
the required card access installation.

2. MONITOR COSTS
Having evaluated the client requirement, it became
apparent that the need for the use of a smartphone
app and wire free card readers were required. The
client required an app to remotely open doors and
manage the system day to day. For this reason, the
“Clay” solution was specified.

3. BESPOKE SYSTEM
Ansador installation engineers installed the Clay
security system to the Central London Office doors.
The lock cases were installed to each of the doors
with the IQ communication links being installed
and setup throughout the building. When all
hardware had been installed, the doors were made
live through the cloud based software and fobs
distributed to staff.

CHALLENGES
The client`s IT department requested that a number
of staff be provided with a smartphone app in
order to gain access to the office remotely which
was provided and setup by Ansador commissioning
engineers.

RESULT
Reduced cost of securing internal doors with
access control
Cloud based software for remote access and
administration
Scalable access control solution allowing for
system growth
Smartphone app setup to manage the system
remotely
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CARD ACCESS
Card access systems are an effective yet simple
way of limiting and managing that limited access
throughout any commercial premises. A card or
fob is presented to a card reader which if valid will
provide a suitable trigger to unlock the door.
All card access systems come with software which
are installed onto either a PC or network in order
to allow for suitable management. These typically
include the addition and deletion of cards from
the system as well as adjusting time frames that
users are allowed access through certain areas. The
software will also provide an audit trail in order to
determine which users accessed certain doors and
at what time.
Ansador have been installing card access systems
for over 30 years. The process all starts from a
free on-site survey in order to provide a detailed
quotation.

